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IPC THEME: FAMILY AND FRIENDS

Family and Friends
by Mr. Jesse

We chose to finish this year’s line up
with the theme entitled Family and
Friends. The teachers and I have had
the whole year to get to know each
of the children in our classes and we
thought that they would get the
most out of this topic by running it at
the end of the year.
Children naturally love talking about
themselves and three or four-yearolds are so emphatic about their own
lives that they will say nearly
anything
to
have
the
acknowledgement and validation
from us grown-ups. It is very
common for young children to boast
about their dads or big brothers and
sisters. Remember when you were
little, grownups seemed like super
heroes. Our families give us a sense
of identity and belonging which is
why at this age, as children learn to
mix and socialize they realize for the

first time that the way their families
do things is not necessarily the only
way. Of course this notion plays out
for the rest of their childhood but in
the early years, kids start to see very
basic differences and similarities.
Many children that I have taught
over the years love talking about
their families. Others may not, but it
gets them thinking nonetheless.
Teachers are always open for quiet
children to pipe up and say
something staggering, and with a
topic like families we expect even
the quietest children to get involved.
During this next theme subject
matter will range from learning the
names of the people in our families,
extended families, animal families,
families in different cultures, and
families other than the nuclear type.

We also have Second Semester
Open School coming up at the
beginning of February. You will have
another chance to see how your
child is going in class, if they have
learned a thing or two since last time.
The teachers and I have made an
Open School Schedule that reflects
the age levels and the overall ability
of the class. By now the children are
probably used to seeing their mums
and dads in class so we expect
second semester Open School to be
a calmer affair. Please do keep in
mind that young children’s behavior
usually changes a lot when their
parents come to see them.
We look forward to seeing you in the
classroom soon, so until then see
you around!
Jesse
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Preschool
by Ms. Jam, Ms. Aya & Ms. Shoko

It was great to see the students
return after Winter break. We
started off the New Year by
introducing teeth brushing and
slowly weaning the children off nap
time. In the second half of January,
we focused on transportation with
flashcards,
pretend
play
by
pretending preschoolers were on an
airplane, counting and learning
colors of buses, trains and cars. We
have also been singing songs related
to transportation such as The
Wheels on the Bus, 10 Little
Airplanes, We Are Flying on an
Airplane, and Row, Row, Row Your
Boat. To exit our IPC theme, we
went with K3 to the Train and Bus
Museum, where the children were
able to drive trains to different
stations using simulators, pretend to
drive a bus, open and close the doors
of the bus and look inside different
trains. They all loved it!
With our last two months of the year,
we will start a new IPC theme:
Family and Friends. This theme
comes at a very important time in
the student's emotional and social

development. All
year we have been
promoting
friendship between
classmates
and
trying to show how
to be nice to our
friends.
So
in
February we will be
having
a
Friendship
Valentine's Day party for students to
show their love for one another. Not
only will we be having a party for
Valentine's Day, we will be making
some Valentine's Day craft as well.
As part of our new IPC theme, the
students will be talking about their
family and friends. We will ask your
child to bring a family photo for
show and tell during the month. The
students will be learning vocabulary
related to family such as mum, dad,
brother, sister, grandma, grandpa
and baby. We will also have family
role playing where the students will
be the mum or dad and will be
washing the baby.

Alphabet play with our bean bags

Just before the end of the school
year, we will be having one last
preschool party in March, the
Pajama party, where we all will come
to school in our pajamas and have
fun activities.
UPCOMING PRESCHOOL EVENTS

February 5th to 9th – Open School
February 14th - Friendship /
Valentine’s day party
February 23rd - Viviana’s birthday
party
February 27th-28th - PTC
March 2nd – Pajama party
March 9th – Luna’s birthday party
March 16th – Graduation ceremony

Show and Tell

We love snow!
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K3
by Mr. Jesse & Ms. White

Time flies by

Language Arts
Making a story using our transportation cards

Play time
Games like Hands to Hands and London Bridge
are a fun part of K3’s daily routine

Park time
The children love spending time playing outside
at the park
UPCOMING K3 EVENTS

February 5th to 10th – Open School
February 23rd – Suzunosuke’s
birthday party
February 27th-28th - PTC
March 2nd – Pajama party
March 9th – Rentaro’s birthday party
March 16th – Graduation ceremony

Here we are already at the last
theme of the year. Over the last year
K3 has established a routine and a
work/play/create balance that in our
opinion has laid a sturdy foundation
on which the children will depend to
see them in good stead for their next
class. I enjoy watching the
momentum start to snowball now as
the
children
have
become
participating, aware, cooperative,
creative, talkative and also sensitive
members of a group. Our agenda for
the K3 class has been to unify the
routine but to allow for maximum
creativity and personal expression
during those times. This year, as we
have had a wide age range, our
challenge was to find lessons and
ongoing activities that would appeal
to everyone. It is during the final
months of the school year that we
are able to realize this. I’m always
pleased when the children instigate a
lesson or when one of my lessons
triggers a flurry of creativity on the
children’s part. As a teacher those
moments are very rewarding; that
and also just being silly and making
the kids laugh. Ms. White and I want
to thank you all very much for your
support,
cooperation
and
understanding this year as we have
endeavored to guide and positively
influence your child’s life.

Family and Friends
A child’s family is all that they have
and at the beginning of our lives, the
family unit sets the tone for every
experience in life that we will have.
Families are a cultural thing as they
are
a
biological
one
too.

During these next two months we
will engage the children about their
own family. We’ll find out who’s in a
family, names of family members,
talk a little bit about cousins, uncles
and aunts. At this age it is funny to
ask the children what their mums or
dads name is. At first they often
don’t know. We will ask you to make
a Family Poster and send it in so we
can launch into the new theme with
something concrete to look at and
comment on.

Open School
We want to welcome you back into
the classroom during the second
week of February. We have been
working on things like the children’s
concentr2ation, participation and
cognition. At this age and in line with
our ethos, we have tried to keep our
lessons simple and child centered.
We are eager to show you a mix of
both familiar and new lessons that
the children have shown an interest
in during the second semester.
Please don’t be upset if your children
become shy or quiet during your
Open School session. It is perfectly
normal and we see it every year. As
you come in please feel free to come
and sit with your child and join us for
the lesson. We are used to seeing
children’s behavior change when
their parents are present so to make
it as comfortable for them as
possible we’d like to welcome you to
join us.
Until then, bye for now!
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K4

SOME SHOTS FROM LAST MONTH

by Ms. Kat, Ms. Cristina & Ms. Aida

Welcome to the last newsletter for the
2017-2018 school year! We had a great
year together, and it has been a
privilege to work shoulder to shoulder
with you for the benefit of your
wonderful children. Our academic goal
for this year has been to introduce
your children to writing and basic
reading. We have also encouraged
them to follow our K4 motto: “READY,
SET, EXPLORE!” and they have been
given plenty of opportunities to
explore through the various science
experiments and hands-on activities
we’ve run. We are proud to say that
they are ready for K5 and we look
forward to their further progress in the
coming year.

IPC theme: Family and Friends
Our last IPC theme for this school year
is Family and Friends and we will be
integrating it in all of our subjects.
For Social Studies we will be talking
about different types of families and
what makes them unique. We will also
be making the children’s family tree
and for this we will need your
cooperation in sending us pictures for
the project.
For Language Arts/ Phonics we will be
using the book My friend and I by Lisa
Jahn-Clough, which is a wonderful
story to learn about friendship and
conflict resolution. There are so many
things you can do with just one book,
and in addition to focusing on the
children’s listening, reading, writing
and speaking skills, we are looking
forward to expanding the conversation
with them on the topic of friendship.
The end of the school year and the
beginning of a new one always brings
about changes, and discussing
friendship will give the students tools
to help them keep their old friends
while also making new ones.

Math lessons have been mainly
focusing on mastering addition and
gradually introducing the concept of
subtraction. At first it was a bit tricky
but the children are very smart and
they were able to differentiate
between adding items and subtracting
them. From now on we will also
introduce basic measurements and
provide the students with a variety of
hands-on activities.

Craft time
Making a snow bottle

Music lessons have been covering
basic music theory including note
values (one beat, two beats, half a
beat) and have also given the children
the opportunity of putting the theory
into practice by using the piano and
recently the bells.
Gym lessons have been a great chance
for the students to be able to release
their energy in a guided manner. By
now they are able to follow
instructions closely and meet the
physical goals set for them. They are
more comfortable and confident with
forward rolling, jumping, skipping,
using the vaulting box, dribbling,
passing and kicking the ball. Their
flexibility has gradually improved as
well. The children have been practicing
different types of games and sports
including sumo which made them very
happy since they were finally allowed
to push.
For Science/ Arts we are planning to
do the following experiments/projects:
lava lamp, snowman in a jar, winter
landscape painting, shaving cream
snowman and volcanoes.
We look forward to seeing the children
enjoy their last days of school in K4
and we are already sad thinking that
soon they will not be in our class
anymore. All the best to everyone!

Gym
Giving Sumo a go!

Music
Ms. Lisa has recently introduced bells in her music
class

UPCOMING K4 EVENTS

February 1st – Trip to Yamato fire
brigade
February 5th to 10th – Open School
February 14th – Friendship party
February 27th-28th - PTC
March 2nd – Pajama party
March 9th – Bradshaw and Nathan’s
birthday party
March 16th – Graduation ceremony
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K5
by Ms. Norah & Ms. Mizuho

These days, spring seems just around
the corner and the end of the school
year is also fast approaching.

Rice cake pounding
We had fun making our own rice cakes for mochitsuki

It has been our greatest joy to see your
children learn, laugh and grow since the
start of the school year. We can never
thank you enough for all the support
you gave our class, and we are very
grateful for the work you are doing at
home helping your child practice for
their upcoming graduation from
Kindergarten.

IPC theme: Family and Friends

Math
We are using objects like small blocks to help ourselves
while doing subtractions

Shoot!
We made rockets and then enjoyed playing with them
in the gym

UPCOMING K5 EVENTS
st

February 1 – Visit to Yamato fire
brigade
February 5th to 10th – Open School
February 14th – Friends’ Day
February 23rd – Francesca, Seon, Mari
and Mirai’s birthday party
February 27th-28th - PTC
March 2nd – Pajama party
March 9th – Goodbye field trip
March 16th – Graduation ceremony

Over the next two months, we will be
reviewing everything the children have
been learning during the school year to
ensure they all reach their academic
goals.
In addition to that, however, we will still
have many fun activities and events in
February and March along the new IPC
theme of Family and Friends. This will
be a chance for the students to get to
know more about themselves, the origin
of their family, and their friends. When
discussing about family, the students
will be encouraged to think about the
differences between their own family
and the others’ and to discover from
which countries their families and their
ancestors came. This is a good time to
talk about friends too, considering the
social changes the children will be
experiencing in the near future: soon it
will be the time for them to say goodbye
to their kindergarten friends and strive
to make new friends in elementary
school.
The students will have the chance to get
to know more about each other through
interviews, portrait paintings, or playing
many fun games together. Just before
the exit point of the theme in the middle
of February, we will have a Friendship

Day where the children will have fun
with their classmates and friends.

Social Studies
The Puppet Show has been part of our
Social Studies lessons since November.
From now, we will be giving the
children more chances to run their
puppet show independently and make
their own stories along the Family and
Friends theme. This activity fosters the
students’ leadership and performance
skills, and sometimes even the
courage to stand in front of their
classmates. It also encourages social
interaction between the students,
imagination, storytelling, and the
ability to listen to others. We will invite
younger students to our classroom to
show them our puppet show as well.

Japanese
Ms. Mizuho will be teaching the
children about Setsubun, a fun
traditional holiday known in English as
the Bean Throwing Festival. She is
planning to read a story related to
Setsubun and then have the students
make special demon masks to play
with. On the day, the children will also
be eating as many beans as the years
of their age. Apart from celebrating
Setsubun, the class will review the
whole Hiragana alphabet.

Music
Music lessons for these months will be
focusing on music theory and on
playing the piano. Ms. Lisa is
explaining further musical note values
using exercises on the pentagram. The
children are also encouraged to take
turns playing the piano and freely
perform for their friends.

